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The rapid growth of literature on convective heat and mass transfer through porous media has brought both engineering and
fundamental knowledge to a new state of completeness and depth. Additionally, several new questions of fundamental merit have
arisen in several areas which bear direct relation to further advancement of basic knowledge and applications in this field. For
example, the growth of fundamental heat transfer data and correlations for engineering use for saturated media has now reached
the point where the relations for heat transfer coefficients and flow parameters are known well enough for design purposes.
Multiple flow field regimes in natural convection have been identified in several important enclosure geometries. New questions
have arisen on the nature of equations being used in theoretical studies, i. e. , the Validity of Darcy assumption is being brought
into question; Wall effects in high and low velocity flow fields have been found to play a role in predicting transport coefficients;
The formulation of transport problems in fractured media are being investigated as both an extension of those in a homogeneous
medium and for application in engineering systems in geologic media and problems on saturated media are being addressed to
determine their proper formulation and solution. The long standing problem of how to adequately formulate and solve problems of
multi-phase heat and mass transfer in heterogeneous media is important in the technologies of chemical reactor engineering and
enhanced oil recovery.
Building design is increasingly geared towards low energy consumption. Understanding the fundamentals of heat transfer and the
behaviour of air and water movements is more important than ever before. Heat and Mass Transfer in Building Services Design
provides an essential underpinning knowledge for the technology subjects of space heating, water services, ventilation and air
conditioning. This new text: *provides core understanding of heat transfer and fluid flow from a building services perspective
*complements a range of courses in building services engineering *underpins and extends the themes of the author's previous
books: Heating and Water Services Design in Buildings; Energy Management and Operational Costs in Buildings Heat and Mass
Transfer in Building Services Design combines theory with practical application for building services professional and students. It
will also be beneficial to technicians and undergraduate students on courses in construction and mechanical engineering.
The book provides a unified treatment of momentum transfer (fluid mechanics), heat transfer, and mass transfer. This new edition
has been updated to include more coverage of modern topics such as biomedical/biological applications as well as an added
separations topic on membranes. Additionally, the fifth edition focuses on an explicit problem-solving methodology that is
thoroughly and consistently implemented throughout the text.· Chapter 1: Introduction to Momentum Transfer· Chapter 2: Fluid
Statics· Chapter 3: Description of a Fluid in Motion· Chapter 4: Conservation of Mass: Control-Volume Approach· Chapter 5:
Newton's Second Law of Motion: Control-Volume Approach· Chapter 6: Conservation of Energy: Control-Volume Approach·
Chapter 7: Shear Stress in Laminar Flow· Chapter 8: Analysis of a Differential Fluid Element in Laminar Flow· Chapter 9:
Differential Equations of Fluid Flow· Chapter 10: Inviscid Fluid Flow· Chapter 11: Dimensional Analysis and Similitude· Chapter 12:
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Viscous Flow· Chapter 13: Flow in Closed Conduits· Chapter 14: Fluid Machinery· Chapter 15: Fundamentals of Heat Transfer·
Chapter 16: Differential Equations of Heat Transfer· Chapter 17: Steady-State Conduction· Chapter 18: Unsteady-State
Conduction· Chapter 19: Convective Heat Transfer· Chapter 20: Convective Heat-Transfer Correlations· Chapter 21: Boiling and
Condensation· Chapter 22: Heat-Transfer Equipment· Chapter 23: Radiation Heat Transfer· Chapter 24: Fundmentals of Mass
Transfer· Chapter 25: Differential Equations of Mass Transfer· Chapter 26: Steady-State Molecular Diffusion· Chapter 27:
Unsteady-State Molecular Diffusion· Chapter 28: Convective Mass Transfer· Chapter 29: Convective Mass Transfer Between
Phases· Chapter 30: Convective Mass-Transfer Correlations· Chapter 31: Mass-Transfer Equipment
This title provides a complete introduction to the physical origins of heat and mass transfer while using problem solving
methodology. The systematic approach aims to develop readers confidence in using this tool for thermal analysis.
"This comprehensive text on the basics of heat and mass transfer provides a well-balanced treatment of theory and mathematical
and empirical methods used for solving a variety of engineering problems. The book helps students develop an intuitive and
practical under-standing of the processes by emphasizing the underlying physical phenomena involved. Focusing on the
requirement to clearly explain the essential fundamentals and impart the art of problem-solving, the text is written to meet the
needs of undergraduate students in mechanical engineering, production engineering, industrial engineering, auto-mobile
engineering, aeronautical engineering, chemical engineering, and biotechnology.
“A Textbook of Heat and Mass Transfer” is a comprehensive textbook for the students of Mechanical Engineering and a must-buy
for the aspirants of different entrance examinations including GATE and UPSC. Divided into 4 parts, the book delves into the
subject beginning from Basic Concepts and goes on to discuss Heat Transfer (by Convection and Radiation) and Mass Transfer.
The book also becomes useful as a question bank for students as it offers university as well as entrance exam questions with
solutions.
This book provides a solid foundation in the principles of heat and mass transfer and shows how to solve problems by applying
modern methods. The basic theory is developed systematically, exploring in detail the solution methods to all important problems.
The revised second edition incorporates state-of-the-art findings on heat and mass transfer correlations. The book will be useful
not only to upper- and graduate-level students, but also to practicing scientists and engineers. Many worked-out examples and
numerous exercises with their solutions will facilitate learning and understanding, and an appendix includes data on key properties
of important substances.
The presentation is built around four central learning objectives: The reader should internalize the meaning of the terminology and
physical principles associated with heat transfer The reader should be able to delineate pertinent transport phenomena for any
process or system involving heat transfer The reader should be able to use requisite inputs for computing heat transfer rates
and/or material temperatures The reader should be able to develop representative models of real processes and systems and
draw conclusions concerning process/system design or performance from the attendant analysis Teaches students the rigorour
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and systematic problem-solving methodology developed and honed by the authors A wealth of example problems show how to
apply the material across various engineering disciplines and fields Identifies problems that are uniquely suited for solving with a
computational software tool, both to increase efficiency and to decrease errors
Heat Transfer has been written for undergraduate students in mechanical, nuclear, and chemical engineering programs. The
success of Anthony Mill's Basic Heat and Mass Transfer and Heat Transfer continues with two new editions for 1999. The careful
ordering of topics in each chapter leads students gradually from introductory concepts to advanced material, eliminating road
blocks to developing solid engineering problem-solving skills. Mathematical concepts, from earlier courses, are reviewed on as
needed basis refreshing students' memories, and the computational software integrated with the text allows them to obtain reliable
numerical results. The integrated coverage of design principles and the wide variety of exercises based on current heat and mass
transfer technologies encourages students to think like engineers, better preparing them for the engineering workplace.
Heat and Mass Transfer in Particulate Suspensions is a critical review of the subject of heat and mass transfer related to
particulate Suspensions, which include both fluid-particles and fluid-droplet Suspensions. Fundamentals, recent advances and
industrial applications are examined. The subject of particulate heat and mass transfer is currently driven by two significant
applications: energy transformations –primarily combustion – and heat transfer equipment. The first includes particle and droplet
combustion processes in engineering Suspensions as diverse as the Fluidized Bed Reactors (FBR’s) and Internal Combustion
Engines (ICE’s). On the heat transfer side, cooling with nanofluids, which include nanoparticles, has attracted a great deal of
attention in the last decade both from the fundamental and the applied side and has produced several scientific publications. A
monograph that combines the fundamentals of heat transfer with particulates as well as the modern applications of the subject
would be welcomed by both academia and industry.
CD-ROM contains: the limited academic version of Engineering equation solver(EES) with homework problems.
Progress in Heat and Mass Transfer, Volume 5: Heat and Mass Transfer in Rheologically Complex Fluids compiles selected
papers presented at the International Seminar held in Herceg Novi, Yugoslavia on September 8-12, 1970. This book discusses the
continuum foundation of rheology; transport phenomena in turbulent flow of rheologically complex fluids; and heat-transfer effects
in flowing polymers. The thixotropic effects in viscoelastic media; non-equilibrium thermodynamics and rheology of viscoelastic
fluids; and flow instability due to convective time changes of consistency are also elaborated. This publication also covers the
prediction method for turbulent momentum and heat transfer in viscous non-Newtonian liquids; methods for determining thermal
properties of anisotropic systems; and convection in ferromagnetic fluid due to magneto caloric effect. This volume is beneficial to
students and researchers interested in the heat and mass transfer in rheologically complex fluids.
“Hear and Mass Transfer” is a comprehensive textbook for the students of Mechanical Engineering and a must-buy for the
aspirants of different entrance examinations including GATE and UPSC. Divided into 5 parts, the book delves into the subject
beginning from Basic Concepts and goes on to discuss Heat Transfer (by Convection and Radiation) and Mass Transfer. The
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book also becomes useful as a question bank for students as it offers university as well as entrance exam questions with
solutions.
Nanofluids for Heat and Mass Transfer: Fundamentals, Sustainable Manufacturing and Applications presents the latest on the
performance of nanofluids in heat transfer systems. Dr. Bharat Bhanvase investigates characterization techniques and the various
properties of nanofluids to analyze their efficiency and abilities in a variety of settings. The book moves through a presentation of
the fundamentals of synthesis and nanofluid characterization to various properties and applications. Aimed at academics and
researchers focused on heat transfer in energy and engineering disciplines, this book considers sustainable manufacturing
processes within newer energy harvesting technologies to serve as an authoritative and well-rounded reference. Highlights the
major elements of nanofluids as an energy harvesting fluid, including their preparation methods, characterization techniques,
properties and applications Includes valuable findings and insights from numerical and computational studies Provides nanofluid
researchers with research inspiration to discover new applications and further develop technologies
Most conventional dryers use random heating to dry diverse materials without considering their thermal sensitivity and energy requirements
for drying. Eventually, excess energy consumption is necessary to attain a low-quality dried product. Proper heat and mass transfer modelling
prior to designing a drying system for selected food materials can overcome these problems. Heat and Mass Transfer Modelling During
Drying: Empirical to Multiscale Approaches extensively discusses the issue of predicting energy consumption in terms of heat and mass
transfer simulation. A comprehensive mathematical model can help provide proper insight into the underlying transport phenomena within the
materials during drying. However, drying of porous materials such as food is one of the most complex problems in the engineering field that is
also multiscale in nature. From the modelling perspective, heat and mass transfer phenomena can be predicted using empirical to multiscale
modelling. However, multiscale simulation methods can provide a comprehensive understanding of the physics of drying food materials. KEY
FEATURES Includes a detailed discussion on material properties that are relevant for drying phenomena Presents an in-depth discussion on
the underlying physics of drying using conceptual visual content Provides appropriate formulation of mathematical modelling from empirical to
multiscale approaches Offers numerical solution approaches to mathematical models Presents possible challenges of different modelling
strategies and potential solutions The objective of this book is to discuss the implementation of different modelling techniques ranging from
empirical to multiscale in order to understand heat and mass transfer phenomena that take place during drying of porous materials including
foods, pharmaceutical products, paper, leather materials, and more.
Fundamentals of Momentum, Heat and Mass Transfer, Revised, 6th Edition provides a unified treatment of momentum transfer (fluid
mechanics), heat transfer and mass transfer. The new edition has been updated to include more modern examples, problems, and
illustrations with real world applications. The treatment of the three areas of transport phenomena is done sequentially. The subjects of
momentum, heat, and mass transfer are introduced, in that order, and appropriate analysis tools are developed.
Fundamentals of Heat and Mass TransferJohn Wiley & Sons
The advent of high-speed computers has encouraged a growing demand for newly graduated engineers to possess the basic skills of
computational methods for heat and mass transfer and fluid dynamics. Computational fluid dynamics and heat transfer, as well as finite
element codes, are standard tools in the computer-aided design and analysis of processe
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This text allows instructors to teach a course on heat and mass transfer that will equip students with the pragmatic, applied skills required by
the modern chemical industry. This new approach is a combined presentation of heat and mass transfer, maintaining mathematical rigor
while keeping mathematical analysis to a minimum. This allows students to develop a strong conceptual understanding, and teaches them
how to become proficient in engineering analysis of mass contactors and heat exchangers and the transport theory used as a basis for
determining how critical coefficients depend upon physical properties and fluid motions. Students will first study the engineering analysis and
design of equipment important in experiments and for the processing of material at the commercial scale. The second part of the book
presents the fundamentals of transport phenomena relevant to these applications. A complete teaching package includes a comprehensive
instructor's guide, exercises, case studies, and project assignments.
"Heat and mass transfer is a basic science that deals with the rate of transfer of thermal energy. It is an exciting and fascinating subject with
unlimited practical applications ranging from biological systems to common household appliances, residential and commercial buildings,
industrial processes, electronic devices, and food processing. Students are assumed to have an adequate background in calculus and
physics"-Heat and Mass Transfer is a compulsory subject for mechanical, chemical, production, aeronautical and metallurgical engineering students.
Therefore the contents have been designed to meet the requirements of all these disciplines and the book will prove to be an excellent
university level textbook. The salient features are: - The physical concepts have been presented as answers to frequently asked review
questions in a simple, systematic and lucid manner 292 worked out examples illustrate the physical concepts and their applications About
220 multiple choice questions with answers More than 150 numericals with answers for practice Aerodynamic heating, frost bites, heat pipes
and mass transfer problems discussed in detail

This textbook presents the classical treatment of the problems of heat transfer in an exhaustive manner with due emphasis on
understanding of the physics of the problems. This emphasis will be especially visible in the chapters on convective heat transfer.
Emphasis is also laid on the solution of steady and unsteady two-dimensional heat conduction problems. Another special feature
of the book is a chapter on introduction to design of heat exchangers and their illustrative design problems. A simple and
understandable treatment of gaseous radiation has been presented. A special chapter on flat plate solar air heater has been
incorporated that covers mathematical modeling of the air heater. The chapter on mass transfer has been written looking
specifically at the needs of the students of mechanical engineering. The book includes a large number and variety of solved
problems with supporting line diagrams. A number of application-based examples have been incorporated where applicable. The
end-of-chapter exercise problems are supplemented with stepwise answers. Though the book has been primarily designed to
serve as a complete textbook for undergraduate and graduate students of mechanical engineering, it will also be useful for
students of chemical, aerospace, automobile, production, and industrial engineering streams. The book fully covers the topics of
heat transfer coursework and can also be used as an excellent reference for students preparing for competitive graduate
examinations.
This best-selling book in the field provides a complete introduction to the physical origins of heat and mass transfer. Noted for its
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crystal clear presentation and easy-to-follow problem solving methodology, Incropera and Dewitt's systematic approach to the first
law develop readers confidence in using this essential tool for thermal analysis.· Introduction to Conduction· One-Dimensional,
Steady-State Conduction· Two-Dimensional, Steady-State Conduction· Transient Conduction· Introduction to Convection· External
Flow· Internal Flow· Free Convection· Boiling and Condensation· Heat Exchangers· Radiation: Processes and Properties·
Radiation Exchange Between Surfaces· Diffusion Mass Transfer
Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer is written as a text book for senior undergraduates in engineering colleges of Indian
universities, in the departments of Mechanical, Automobile, Production, Chemical, Nuclear and Aerospace Engineering. The book
should also be useful as a reference book for practising engineers for whom thermal calculations and understanding of heat
transfer are necessary, for example, in the areas of Thermal Engineering, Metallurgy, Refrigeration and Airconditioning, Insulation
etc.
Conjugate Heat and Mass Transfer in Heat Mass Exchanger Ducts bridges the gap between fundamentals and recent discoveries,
making it a valuable tool for anyone looking to expand their knowledge of heat exchangers. The first book on the market to cover
conjugate heat and mass transfer in heat exchangers, author Li-Zhi Zhang goes beyond the basics to cover recent advancements
in equipment for energy use and environmental control (such as heat and moisture recovery ventilators, hollow fiber membrane
modules for humidification/dehumidification, membrane modules for air purification, desiccant wheels for air dehumidification and
energy recovery, and honeycomb desiccant beds for heat and moisture control). Explaining the data behind and the applications of
conjugated heat and mass transfer allows for the design, analysis, and optimization of heat and mass exchangers. Combining this
recently discovered data into one source makes it an invaluable reference for professionals, academics, and other interested
parties. A research-based approach emphasizing numerical methods in heat mass transfer Introduces basic data for exchangers’
design (such as friction factors and the Nusselt/Sherwood numbers), methods to solve conjugated problems, the modeling of
various heat and mass exchangers, and more The first book to include recently discovered advancements of mass transfer and
fluid flow in channels comprised of new materials Includes illustrations to visually depict the book’s key concepts
Convective Heat and Mass Transfer, Second Edition, is ideal for the graduate level study of convection heat and mass transfer,
with coverage of well-established theory and practice as well as trending topics, such as nanoscale heat transfer and CFD. It is
appropriate for both Mechanical and Chemical Engineering courses/modules.
This book is designed to serve as a basic text for the undergraduate course in Heat and Mass Transfer. The book follows the
classical pattern treating the subject from both analytical and numerical view points. Throughout the text, emphasis has been
place.
Heat and Mass Transfer in Drying of Porous Media offers a comprehensive review of heat and mass transfer phenomena and
mechanisms in drying of porous materials. It covers pore-scale and macro-scale models, includes various drying technologies, and
discusses the drying dynamics of fibrous porous material, colloidal porous media and size-distributed particle system. Providing
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guidelines for mathematical modeling and design as well as optimization of drying of porous material, this reference offers useful
information for researchers and students as well as engineers in drying technology, food processes, applied energy, mechanical,
and chemical engineering.
Completely updated, the seventh edition provides engineers with an in-depth look at the key concepts in the field. It incorporates
new discussions on emerging areas of heat transfer, discussing technologies that are related to nanotechnology, biomedical
engineering and alternative energy. The example problems are also updated to better show how to apply the material. And as
engineers follow the rigorous and systematic problem-solving methodology, they'll gain an appreciation for the richness and beauty
of the discipline.
Theoretical, numerical and experimental studies of transport phenomena in heat and mass transfer are reported in depth in this
volume. Papers are presented which review and discuss the most recent developments in areas such as: Mass transfer; Cooling
of electronic components; Phase change processes; Instrumentation techniques; Numerical methods; Heat transfer in rotating
machinery; Hypersonic flows; and Industrial applications. Bringing together the experience of specialists in these fields, the volume
will be of interest to researchers and practising engineers who wish to enhance their knowledge in these rapidly developing areas.
The field’s essential standard for more than three decades, Fundamentals of Momentum, Heat and Mass Transfer offers a
systematic introduction to transport phenomena and rate processes. Thorough coverage of central principles helps students build
a foundational knowledge base while developing vital analysis and problem solving skills. Momentum, heat, and mass transfer are
introduced sequentially for clarity of concept and logical organization of processes, while examples of modern applications
illustrate real-world practices and strengthen student comprehension. Designed to keep the focus on concept over content, this
text uses accessible language and efficient pedagogy to streamline student mastery and facilitate further exploration. Abundant
examples, practice problems, and illustrations reinforce basic principles, while extensive tables simplify comparisons of the various
states of matter. Detailed coverage of topics including dimensional analysis, viscous flow, conduction, convection, and molecular
diffusion provide broadly-relevant guidance for undergraduates at the sophomore or junior level, with special significance to
students of chemical, mechanical, environmental, and biochemical engineering.
This complete reference book covers topics in heat and mass transfer, containing extensive information in the form of interesting
and realistic examples, problems, charts, tables, illustrations, and more. Heat and Mass Transfer emphasizes practical processes
and provides the resources necessary for performing accurate and efficient calculations.This excellent reference comes with a
complete set of fully integrated software available for download at crcpress.com, consisting of 21 computer programs that facilitate
calculations, using procedures developed in the text. Easy-to-follow instructions for software implementation make this a valuable
tool for effective problem-solving.
Heat and mass transfer is the core science for many industrial processes as well as technical and scientific devices. Automotive,
aerospace, power generation (both by conventional and renewable energies), industrial equipment and rotating machinery,
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materials and chemical processing, and many other industries are requiring heat and mass transfer processes. Since the early
studies in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, there has been tremendous technical progress and scientific advances in the
knowledge of heat and mass transfer, where modeling and simulation developments are increasingly contributing to the current
state of the art. Heat and Mass Transfer - Advances in Science and Technology Applications aims at providing researchers and
practitioners with a valuable compendium of significant advances in the field.
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